PUBLIC NOTICE

It is hereby informed to all Public in General & Owners of Motor Vehicles that as per Rule, 115(7) of the Central Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989 stipulates that every motor vehicle on expiry of one year from the date of first registration, every such vehicles shall carry a valid "Pollution Under Control Certificate" (PUC) issued by an agency authorized for this purpose by the State Government. The validity of the Certificate will be for 6 months and the Certificate shall always be carried in the vehicles and be produced on demand by the Officers.

In view of the above mentioned Rules, all the Owners of Motor Vehicles driven by Petrol and Diesel i.e. including all categories of Transport and Non Transport Motor vehicles are required to obtain "Pollution Under Control Certificate" within 30 days, failing which necessary penalty will be imposed as per rules in force.

Transport Department, Diu has authorized M/s Sai Enterprise C/o Sikankar Nurali Thayani, Near P.W.D., Office, Diu for conducting exhaust emission test for issue of "Pollution Under Control Certificate.

(DR APURVA SHARMA)
DEPUTY DIRECTOR TRANSPORT,
DIU

Copy P.W.Cs to:-

1) Collector and Addl. Director of Transport, Diu
2) President, DMC., Diu ( )
3) President, District Panchayat, Diu ( )
4) Sarpanch Village Panchayat (Vanakbara/Saudwadi/Bucharwada/Zolawadi) For wide publicity
5) All Offices stationed at Diu
6) The Informatic Officer, NIC for uploading the same on the web site
7) Field Publicity Officer, Diu... for publish the same in Newspaper in Hindi, Gujarati and English.
8) Notice Board